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lighting with an at least protection of IP65 were used. 
Switches or junction boxes mounted on the outside of rooftop units must also have at least protection 
class IP65. 
 
For units with integrated control and lighting, an additional power supply for the lighting must be 
provided and separated from the power supply for the control cabinet. This ensures that the light 
also can be switched on during repair work, despite repair switch is switched off (prerequisite for 
access to the AHU).  
 

8 Commissioning 

8.1 Preliminary steps 

 
- Clean thoroughly the AHU and all components of dust and other debris. 
- Remove all loose parts like tools, etc. and documentation from the unit. Such parts can be 

sucked in by the fan and lead to its destruction. 
- Ensure that the duct pressure corresponds to the pressure for the nominal air flow and the 

pressure specified in the technical data sheet. 
- Ensure that all planned filters are mounted. Not mounted filters can overload the fan motor. 
- All cables must be checked for damage to the insulation and replaced if necessary. 
 
Here are given some points, which could cause problems after transport or not appropriate unit 
handling. 
- Rotate the impeller of the fan by hand, to check whether it rotates freely. 
- Check that the screws of variable pulleys are tightened – refer to Figure 123, tightening torque 

depends on the type of bush, according to Table 5. 
 
 

Table 5: Tightening torque for variable pulleys 

 

Socket 1108 1210 1215 1610 1615 2012 2517 

Nm 5,7 20 20 20 20 32 50 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 123: Fixing screws 

 

 
 
- Check the tension of the belt and the alignment of the pulleys, refer to chapter 9.2.4 (Re-ten-

sioning of belts). 
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- Check the motor connection and the matching of the supply voltage at the rated voltage - a 
fluctuation of supply voltage between + -5% is permitted. 

 

8.1.1 Variable frequency controlled drives - parameters 

 
The frequency converter must be configured, if not done by EUROCLIMA (please refer to technical 
data sheet): parameterization using the following Table 6 respectively the provided manufacturer's 
operating instructions and data from EUROCLIMA technical data sheet. 
 

 

- Observe safety instructions of chapter 2.2 (Indications for minimizing spe-
cific hazards) and safety instructions of manufacturer (supplied by EURO-
CLIMA).  

- Observe safety instructions of fan manufacturer (supplied from EUROCLIMA) 
regarding fan minimum starting up time. Otherwise fatigue fracture of impeller 
may occur. 
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Parameters for Danfoss frequency converter FC102 
 

Nr. Description Value Note 
0-... Display   
0-01 Language [1] German [0] English, [5] Italian 
0-02 Switching between Hz/rpm [1] Hz Display in Hz or rpm 
0-20 Display line 1.1 [1601] Setpoing [unit]  
0-21 Display line 1.2 [1610] Power [kW]  
0-22 Display line 1.3 [1614] Current [A]  
1-... Motor/load   
1-00 Control type [0] Speed control  
1-03 Torque behaviour of load [3] Automatic energy optimiza-

tion VT 
 

1-20 Motor nominal power ... kW According to motor nameplate 
1-22 Motor nominal voltage ... V According to motor nameplate 
1-23 Motor nominal frequence ... Hz According to motor nameplate 
1-24 Motor nominal current ... A According to motor nameplate 
1-25 Motor nominal speed ... rpm According to motor nameplate 
1-90 Thermal motor protection [2] Switch off of thermistor Connect PTC/Clixon 
1-93 Thermistor connection [2] Analog input 54 Connect thermistor to 50/54 
3-... Setpoints/ramps   
3-02 Minimum setpoint 15 Hz  
3-03 Maximum setpoint ... Hz According to AHU data sheet 

Max[Hz]=max speed [rpm]/nominal 
speed [rpm]*50[Hz] 

3-15 Variable setpoint 1 [1] Analog input 53  
3-16 Variable setpoint 2 [0] Disabled  
3-17 Variable setpoint 3 [0] Disabled  
3-41 Speed increase after start 1 30 s  
3-42 Speed decrease after stop 1 30 s  
4-... Limits/Warnings   
4-10 Motor rotation direction [0] Only clockwise  
4-12 Minimum frequency 15 Hz  
4-14 Maximum frequency ... Hz According to AHU data sheet 

Max[Hz]=max speed [rpm]/nominal 
speed [rpm]*50[Hz] 

4-16 Torque limit 110 %  
4-18 Current limit 110 %  
4-50 Warning low current 0 A  
4-51 Warning high current ... A Nominal current according to motor 

nameplate 
5-... Digital inputs/outputs   
5-10 Clamp digital input 18 [8] Start Start command clamp 12/18 
5-11 Clamp digital input 19 [0] Without function  
5-12 Clamp digital input 27 [2] Motor coast (inv) Bridge 12/27 necessary for operation 
5-13 Clamp digital input 29 [0] Without function  
5-14 Clamp digital input 32 [0] Without function  
5-15 Clamp digital input 33 [0] Without function  
5-40 Relais 1 [0] 

Relais 2 [1] 
[5] Motor rotates 
[2] Ready 

 

6-... Analog inputs/outputs   
6-01 Dropout of signal function [0] Off  
6-10 Clamp 53 minimum voltage 0.00 V  
6-11 Clamp 53 maximum voltage 10.00 V  
6-14 Clamp 53 minimum frequence 15 Hz  
6-15 Clamp 53 maximum frequence ... Hz According to AHU data sheet 

Max[Hz]=max speed [rpm]/nominal 
speed [rpm]*50[Hz] 

6-17 Clamp 53 signal error [0] Disabled  
    
 Connections control cables:   

 PTC/Clixon Clamp 50 and 54 50=+10V, 54=analog input 2 
 Start Clamp 12 and 18 12=+24V, 18=digital input 
 Release Clamp 12 and 27 12=+24V, 27=digital input 
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Table 6: Parameters for Danfoss frequency converter FC102 

8.1.2 Airflow measurement by differential pressure measurement at the fan nozzle 

 
If the fan is provided with pressure test points for airflow measurement and yellow test points are 
provided on the outside of the fan unit (accessories are indicated on the technical data sheet), a 
differential pressure signal can be taken. 
 
The following formula can be determined from the pressure signal of the airflow: 
 
 

 

 Vh  = Airflow [m³/h]  
K    = K-factor [m²s/h] 
�p  = Differential pressure [Pa] 
� = Air density [kg/m³] 

 

 
The corresponding K-factor of the fan is shown in the fan-motor data sheet or on the technical data 
sheet provided by EUROCLIMA. 
The air density at the measuring point is to set up manually, depending on altitude, temperature 
and humidity. In most cases, 1.2 kg/m³ is a suitable value. 
 
Note: If in the EUROCLIMA delivery the device for airflow measurement is included, this must be 
configured on site in responsibility of the client before commissioning. 
 
Air flow measurement type SENSO 
The specified K-factor corresponds to the K-factor necessary for SENSO airflow measurement. 
Following you will find the instructions of the manufacturer. 
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Processing the pressure signal in other devices 
Devices from other manufacturers may require a conversion of the K-value. Therefore always ask 
for the formula, which the device is using. 
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8.1.3 Heat exchanger 

 
The heat exchangers, fittings and valves shall be tested for tightness. 
 
Attention! 
Refrigerant 
If direct expansion heat exchangers or air cooled heat exchangers are installed, the system must 
be filled with refrigerant after the complete assembly. In this case, a refrigeration engineer must ex-
ecute the installation and piping. 
 
Water heat exchangers 
Normal heating, cooling coils filled with water and additives for freeze and corrosion protection: 
- Open vent valve. 
- Water valve is initially only to open slightly, so that the coil will be slowly filled with water. To 

avoid heat stress. 
- When the heat exchanger is filled, close the vent valve. 
- Water valve is to open fully, start the fan. 
- Subsequently, the entire piping system must be vented properly. 
 
Steam heat exchanger filling 
- Open vent and drain valve on the condensate drain. 
- Open the steam valve only slightly at the beginning, until on drain out and vent valve (on the 

condensate drain outlet) steam is coming out. 
- Close drain and vent valve and open steam valve fully. 
- Check regularly vent valve during operation. 
  
Attention! 
For a temporary shutdown of the system, because of frost and corrosion, is to avoid that conden-
sate is remaining in the pipes. 
 

8.1.4 Electric heater 

 
Observe specifications of chapter 7.5 (Electric heaters) -safety thermostats. 
 

 

Caution with electric heaters that are located near to a honeycomb humidifier: The 
material of the honeycombs is only resistant to a temperature of max. 60°C. Start 
the heater only with running fan – heat removal! 

 

8.1.5 Filters 
 
- Differential pressure measuring devices - U-tube manometer and inclined manometer- are op-

tional and must be filled with the supplied test liquid (bottle) of density 1 kg/l. 
- Is a differential pressure switch is mounted (option) or is it installed on site, it is to set to the fi-

nal pressure drop. Information regarding final pressure drop can be found at the technical data 
sheet. 
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- In addition, the output of a warning message when the final pressure loss is reached must be 
ensured during the commissioning. The resulting maintenance actions are described in chap-
ter 9.3 (Air filters). 

 

8.1.6 Humidifier / Air washer 

 

 

Drain pan must be cleaned thoroughly. Pollution from construction dust can later 
cause failure of the pump. In this case, there is no warranty. 

 
- Check pumps strainer, washer nozzles and tubes for proper fit. 
- Check pump strainer and clean it if necessary. 
- Fill pan and U-trap with fresh water and adjust float valve so that valve closes with a water level 

2-3 cm below the overflow. Ensure in any case, bubble-free suck in. 
- Check the pump rotation direction (arrow on the pump). Measure the current consumption. 

Compare the values with the data on the nameplate. 
 

 

Attention! Never operate the pump running dry, running against a closed dis-
charge valve is permitted, operating against a closed shut-off value should be 
avoided, otherwise there is danger of overheating. 

 
- The water pressure for the water supply should be 3.0 bar. Maximum allowable pressure is 6.0 

bar. 
- For air washers the target pressure of the nozzles must be set at the built in discharge pipe 

regulating valve. 
- Check the right set with a manometer. 
- The bleed off quantity is to be setup at the bleed off valve. 

Recommended setting (thumb): Bleed off rate = evaporation rate 
On request, we will advise you in determining the correct bleed off quantity. 

- Check the proper installation of honeycomb and droplet eliminator. The arrow must point in di-
rection of airflow (Figure 124). 

- Check the tightness of the flange connection of the air washer / humidifier to the adjoining com-
ponents. If necessary reseal. 

- Combs made from cellulose material can have initially an odor that is normal and will soon dis-
appear. 

 
 

 

Figure 124: Installation of honey comb and droplet separator packages 
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Water quality for air washer and honey comb humidifier 
Please check the supply water quality for air washer and honey comb humidifier. Critical to the 
need for water treatment is particularly the carbonate hardness of fresh water. 
Depending on water hardness and operational importance of the device, a suitable water treatment 
method is to select. To ensure sufficient reliability, the recommended water qualities are shown in 
Table 7 Supply water quality below:  
 
Appearance  clear, colorless, no sediment   
pH value  7 to 8.5   
Conductivity  max. 30 mS/m   
Total hardness  max. 1.2 mol/m³ max. 7 °d.H. max. 12,5 °f.H 
Carbonate hardness  max. 0,7 mol/m³ max. 4 °d.H. max. 7 °f.H 
 with carbonate hardness 
 stabilization max. 3,5 mol/m³ 

 
max. 20 °d.H. 

 
max. 35 °f.H 

Total salt content  max. 250 g/m³   
Chloride content  0 g/m³   
Sulfate  0 g/m³   
Manganese  max. 0.01 g/m³   
Aggressive carbonic acid  0 g / m   
KMnO4-consumption  max. 20 g/m³   

Table 7: Supply water quality 

8.2 Refrigeration circuit 

8.2.1 General notes 

- Refrigeration equipment is subject to the EG Pressure Equipment Directive (2014-68-EG) and 
requires special handling and special care. 

- Start up the refrigeration circuit only if it was properly installed, evacuated and filled - Never 
start a compressor under vacuum. 

- It is essential that the glide of refrigerant blends as R407C is carefully considered when adjust-
ing superheat controls. 

- Air inlet and thus the entry of humidity into the refrigeration circuit must be avoided rigorously, 
since the refrigerant oil is highly hygroscopic. The water, which is absorbed by the oil cannot be 
removed sufficiently. 

8.2.2 Manually starting the compressor via EUROCLIMA control system 

 
The compressor can be started via the display of the EUROCLIMA control system as: 
1. Start page � All Settings � Password handling � Enter the password 

Note: Manually starting the compressor can only be performed at service level (Password level 
4; key symbol: 2 keys). The 4-digit password for the service level is 6975. 

2. Start page � All Settings � Inputs/Outputs � Digital outputs � Compressor 1 ( / Compressor 
2 / Compressor 3) � Manual intervention � On 
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8.2.3 Refrigerant 

 
Refrigerants used by EUROCLIMA are halogenated hydrocarbons, preferably R407C and R134a. 
These are also known as safety refrigerants (safety group A1 according to EN378 part 1) in con-
trast to flammable refrigerants such as Propane or toxic refrigerants such as Ammonia. 
They are actually non-flammable under normal operating conditions and do not create explosive 
mixtures with air, but are odourless. Only higher concentrations in the air can be noted by the ol-
factory sense. 
 

 

Refrigerant vapours, which escape from leaking cylinders or refrigeration plants, will 
be mixed unnoticedly with air and the risk of suffocation arises with concentration 
through the displacement of the breathing essential oxygen. Humans are not able 
to detect oxygen deficiency with their senses. As refrigerant vapour is heavier than 
air, they concentrate at ground level and in lower-lying areas of the building. In order 
to avoid the occurrence of higher concentrations, workplaces must always be ven-
tilated well. 

 

 

Halogenated refrigerants can also have narcotic effect. In case of high refrigerant 
concentration (e.g. tube leakage) the technical room the room must be evacuated 
immediately. Enter only after adequate room ventilation. 

 
If the room must be entered at high refrigerant concentrations, then a breathing apparatus that is 
independent from the ambient air must be used. Furthermore such a breathing apparatus can only 
be used by specially trained and medically suitable people. 
 

8.2.4 Compressor lubricant 

 
- Compressor oil, a syntetic ester oil, is highly hygroscopic, so that the bound moisture in the oil 

cannot be completely removed by the evacuation of refrigeration circuit. 
- Air entering in the system is to avoid strictly! 
- For R407C and R134a scroll compressors use Emkarate RL 32 3MAF oil. 
 

8.3 Test run 

 
After having done the preparatory work the unit can be started for the test run. 
- For testing the device and measuring the motor data and the volumetric flow rate, the device 

must be fully connected to the operational duct system. 
- The unit doors must be closed, because by eliminating the system-side pressure drop meas-

urement errors will be the result. 
 

 

Before starting the fan open the dampers! Fan may not run against closed damp-
ers. 
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In addition, the actual power consumption of all phases’ shall be measured and compared with the 
nameplate. If the actual power consumption is too high, there is maybe a faulty connection. The 
system must be shut down immediately. 
Measure the volume flow and the pressure difference. Often the measured airflow does not match 
with the design data of the device. 
Two cases can occur: 
 
The airflow is too low 
- The reason is that the external pressure drop is higher than indicated on the technical data 

sheet. 
- Remedy: By replacing or adjusting the pulleys the airflow can be increased. 
- Attention! Increase the fan speed only to the extent that the motor rated current is not ex-

ceeded. If this is not enough only the motor replace helps. 
 
The airflow is too high 
- The reason is, that the external pressure drop is less then indicated in the technical data sheet. 
- Result: The electrical absorbed power rises sharply. 
- Attention! Possible motor damage due to overload. 
- Remedy: Either change or adjust pulleys to reduce fan speed or reduce airflow by closing a 

damper partially. 
 
Adjusting variable pulleys 
 
 

 

Figure 125: Smallest working diameter 

 

 

Figure 126: Biggest working diameter 
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Belt type 
 

Pulley type 
 

Min. working di-
ameter [mm] 

H max. 
[mm] 

Max. working di-
ameter [mm] 

SPZ 

RST 84 62 9 80 
RST 95 73 9 91 

RST 100 78 9 96 
RST 108 90 7 104 

SPA 

RST 108 76 13 102 
RST 120 88 13 114 
RST 129 97 13 123 
RST 139 109 12 133 
RST 146 116 12 140 
RST 156 126 12 150 
RST 164 134 12 158 
RST 177 149 11 171 
RST 187 159 11 181 

SPB 

RST 156 117 19 149 
RST 164 125 19 157 
RST 178 139 19 171 
RST 187 148 19 180 
RST 200 161 19 193 
RST 250 211 19 243 

Table 8: Data of pulley types 
 
 
Changing the working diameter of a variable pulley: 
1. Decrease the belt tension. 
2. Open the over the disk circumference distributed screws (position see Figure 128) 
3. Twist the outer ring (the outer rings for pulleys with 2 slots) to the desired diameter, observe 

the limits as per Figure 125 and Figure 126. 
4. Fix the Allen screws. 
5. Tighten the belts (refer to chapter 9.2.4 (Re-tensioning of belts)). 
 
 

 

Figure 127: Schematic structures of a 
variable pulley 

 

 

Figure 128: Position of the Allen 
screws on variable pulleys 

 

 
 
After a change of the transmission ratio, must be controlled in each case, the current consumption 
of the motor. If the consumption is too high, the effective diameter has to be adjusted again. The 
nominal current shown on the nameplate must not be exceeded. 
 


